DKS Commercial Door Construction - 1600 Series

- 16 Gauge Flush Top Channel
- 20 Gauge Dust Cover
- 7 Gauge Steel Hinge Reinforcement
- Reversible Hinge Shim
- 12 Gauge Steel Closer Reinforcement
- 160 Series Standard Seamless Edge
- 14 Gauge Cylindrical Lock Reinforcement
- 14 Gauge Mortise Lock Reinforcement
- 1-1/4" x 8" Mortise Edge Prep
- 2-3/4" Cylindrical Backset, Blank Prep, or Mortise lock Prep
- 16-Gauge Steel Door Skin Cold Rolled or G40 Galvanized
- Full Body Fill Polystyrene Core
- 16 Gauge Inverted Bottom Channel
- 1-1/8" x 2-1/4" Latch Prep Deadbolt

14 Gauge Mortise Lock Reinforcement

14 Gauge Inverted Bottom Channel